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Discriminatiop of Shape Reflections
and Shape Orieniations by Columba livia
Annette Lohmann, Juan D. Delius, Valerie D. Hollard, and Maria F. Friesel
Experimentelle Tierpsychologie, Ruhr-Universitat Bochum, Federal Republic of Germany
By using a free-operant instrumental discrimination procedure, it was demonstrated that pigeons
find two-dimensional mirror-image visual forms more difficult to distinguish than otherwise
similar forms. Variations in orientation of the discriminanda exacerbated the relative confusability of mirror images. No significant difference was found in the pigeons' performance whether
the birds were discriminating vertically or horizontally reflected mirror-image pairs. Mirror
images of shapes were also shown to be less discriminable than upside-down versions of shapes.
The similarity of mirror-image patterns is discussed in relation to the generalized recognition of
bilaterally symmetrical forms by pigeons. Pigeons found an orientation discrimination task
involving a 45° tilt comparatively hard. A second experiment with a discrete-trial conditional
paradigm confirmed that discriminations of shape orientations can be difficult for these birds.
The addition of shape cues improved the performance on the orientation discrimination task,
more so when arbitrary shapes were employed than when mirror images were used, which
indicates again that the latter were more difficult to discriminate than the former. The relative
insensitivity to shape orientations is ascribed to normal ecological demands on pigeons.

altered by the fact that arbitrarily different shapes specially
chosen to be very similar probably also yield a mental rotation
effect, or by the recent finding that under quite special circumstances it is also possible to demonstrate a weaker effect with
. arbitrary shapes that differ grossly (Jolicoeur & Landau,
1984).
Analogous rotation invariance experiments performed with
pigeons have indicated that these animals, as distinct from
humans, may not find mirror images more difficult to discriminate than arbitrary shapes. With the use of a matchingto-sample discrimination paradigm that mimicked the mental
rotation task as employed with human subjects, it was found
that the choice latencies of these animals did not vary as a
function of the orientation mismatch between the sample and
comparison patterns regardless of whether mirror-image or
arbitrarily different patterns were used as odd shapes (Delius,
1985a, 1985b; Delius & Hollard, 1987; Hollard & Delius,

It is well documented that when humans have to judge
visual patterns as being the same as or different from sample
patterns, they find it more difficult when the patterns are
mirror images than when the patterns bear an arbitrary relation to each other. In other words, they find the members of
mirror-image pairs to be perceptually similar. 1 Though intuitively not surprising, the deeper reasons for this are by no
means altogether clear. It is likely that the similarity reflects
the properties of fundamental strategies of information processing that are wired into the mammalian visual system
(Bornstein, Gross, & Wolf, 1978; Bradshaw, Bradley, & Patterson, 1976; Corballis & Beale, 1976).
Whatever its explanation, the confusability of mirror images often markedly affects the further processing of visual
information. Humans, for example, yield a distinctly different
performance when discriminating variously rotated visual
shapes if the patterns involved are mirror-image pairs rather
than arbitrarily different pairs of patterns. In the former
instance, the time they take to decide whether two patterns
are identical or not rises steeply with the angular orientation
mismatch between the patterns (mental rotation; Shepard &
Cooper, 1982). In the latter case the reaction times are markedly shorter and not a function of the degree of orientation
disparity (White, 1980). This conclusion is not fundamentally

'The statement obviously has generality problems. Arbitrarily
different shapes can clearly be made to be so similar that they are
more difficult to discriminate than mirror images. Consider the
typographic small-letter alphabet, though. Children have difficulty
with distinguishing mirror-image b from mirror-image d, and p from
q, more than they have with distinguishing, say, b from c, or q from
r or any other arbitrary pairs. They have fewer problems distinguishing b from p and d from q (also mirror-image pairs) but more than
with differentiating a from b or 0 from p. Evidently one could
construct artificial pairs of arbitrarily different letter-like symbols that
would be as difficult to discriminate as mirror images, but the fact is
that in the small-letter alphabet no such pairs seem to exist (among
capitals, 0 and Q might be an example). Children have difficulties
with discriminating between left and right shoes and left and right
gloves but have no difficulty with separating shoes from gloves.
Occasionally, they have difficulties with distinguishing between shoes
(gloves) belonging to different pairs, but not often. Among ecologically relevant stimuli, mirror images often tend to pose problems,
whereas arbitrary shapes by and large do not.
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1982; Lombardi, 1987). The birds thus differed from humans
in this task. The conjecture that pigeons may. find mirror
images easy to distinguish was tentatively.relatea to the fact
that the avian visual system (midbrain based) is quite differently organized than the mammalian visual system (forebrain
based) and could conceivably operate on alternative information-processing principles (Delius & Hollard, 1987). Todrin and Blough (1983) conducted an experiment inspired by
this hypothesis; its outcome led them to reject it. However,
on closer examination the design that they employed did not
fully address the issue, as explained below. The conjecture is
thus still open.
A different hypothesis also suggested by the results mentioned earlier, but already considered by Delius and Emmerton (1978), is that orientation differences of visual shapes may
have less perceptual prominence for pigeons than they are
known to have for humans (Howard, 1982; Rock, 1973). This
hypothesis derives from the functional fact that when feeding
and flying, pigeons look down predominantly on the horizontal plane where objects and observers have no fixed orientations whereas habitually upright humans mainly view the
vertical plane where observers and objects tend to have preferred, gravity-determined orientations. It seemed necessary
to examine these hypotheses more directly, and in the present
article we report the results of experiments in which we
compared how fast and how well pigeons would learn to
discriminate mirror images, arbitrary shapes, and identical
shapes at varying orientations.

Experiment I
This experiment was designed to examine the performance
of pigeons during various discrimination learning tasks involving mirror-image shapes and arbitrary shapes under various orientation conditions. A free-operant, successive go-nogo procedure was employed.

Method
Subjects. Six adult pigeons (Columba livia) of local homing stock
were used as subjects. They had extensive previous experience with
the free-operant successive discrimination procedure, having discriminated various colors and shapes in the course of preceding experiments. During the present experiment they were kept at 90% of freefeeding weight, a lower level of deprivation than the traditional 80%,
but one that in our experience is more conducive to optimal discriminative behavior by highly experienced pigeons in successive go-nogo paradigms.
Apparatus and stimuli. A single-key Skinner box of conventional
design was employed (Figure I). Modular digital programming and
counting equipment was used to control and record all relevant
events. Stimuli were back-projected onto the response key with the
aid of an automatic slide projector. The projector was equipped with
photocells that sensed the presence or absence of coding perforations
in specially made slide frames. The stimulus shapes were chosen from
a pool that is routinely used in a variety of discrimination experiments
with pigeons in our laboratory. Patterns were drawn in black ink on
white paper, and photographically reduced negatives were affixed to
the frames. Mirror images were generated by simply reversing these
negatives. Arbitrary patterns were assembled by selecting pairs of
shapes of similar style. It is important to note the difficulty of
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Figure 1. Schematic view of the apparatus (top). (Side keys were
used only in Experiment 2. Sample stimulus sequences [bottom]
illustrate a successive mirror-image discrimination task and an arbitrary pattern discrimination task with the reflection axis vertical [left]
and elongation axis horizontal [right].)

assembling arbitrary pairs of shapes on a fully rational basis. 2 Because
the hypothesis was that pigeons might find it easier than humans to
discriminate mirror images, the comparison arbitrary pairs of shapes
were selected so that to humans they were more easily discriminable
than the former but not trivially easy to distinguish (evidence to that
effect is presented in Footnote 3). Throughout, the figures appeared
as white patterns of about IO x IO mm on the dark background of
the 25-mm-diameter key (Figure I; shapes and backgrounds are not
quite to same scale).
Procedure. Discrimination sessions were run daily except for
weekends. Each consisted of 20 trials, IO involving the presentation
of a shape defined as positive and 10 involving presentation of another
shape defined as negative, ordered in varying quasi-random sequences
according to Gellermann (1933; Figure I). Trials in which the positive
stimulus was presented lasted 30 s; responses were reinforced according to a variable-interval (VI) schedule (mean of 15 s) with 2.5-s food
access. The 30-s period included these occasional reinforcement

2 Visual patterns are inevitably multidimensional stimuli. Generalizations about the effect upon discriminability of specified variations
along one particular dimension (for example, orientation) are problematic. When the same effect is measured using different patterns,
variations on other dimensions than that of interest (for example,
area, perimeter, elongation) could interact. Howard (1982) offered
some constructive thoughts on this thorny issue. The shapes we chose,
like those of other investigators, cannot represent more than exploratory probes.

periods. Any reinforcement opportunities that accumulated before
the trial onset or during reinforcement were cancelled. Trials involving the negative stimulus also lasted for a minimum of ~O s, bur any
responses to these stimuli were followed by an obligatory presentation
period of 10 s. Thus if the subject persisted in responding beyond the
20th s during a negative stimulus trial, the stimulus stayed on indefinitely. Responses during negative trials had no other consequences
(EXT schedule). For performance assessment, responses to both the
positive and the negative stimuli were counted only during the initial
standard 30-s projection periods. Between stimulus presentations
there was a 4-s intertrial interval during which the key was dark and
inactive and the projector was advanced. Nonreinforced trials that
occurred occasionally (reinforcement schedule intervals longer than
30 s, on average 4.2 per session) served to check that the stimuli, and
not the reinforcement conditions associated with them, controlled
the subjects' responding (Delius, 1983). In any case, because the
schedule conditions (VI 15 s/EXT) were the same throughout all
discrimination tasks, they cannot have caused the discrimination
performance differences that are of interest here. Evidence is pre"
sented later that the overall response rates remained nearly constant
throughout the experiment.
The subjects were divided into two groups (A and B) of 3 pigeons
each, approximately matched according to the learning performance
they had shown during previous discrimination experiments. One
group began with learning to discriminate between a pair of arbitrary
shapes, whereas the other group learned to distinguish between a pair
of mirror-image shapes. Having completed 10 sessions, the pairs were
exchanged between the two groups, and a further 10 sessions were
run. Two new pairs of shapes replaced the previous ones; the group
of subjects that last had faced the mirror images now had to discriminate two arbitrary shapes and vice versa. New pairs of discriminanda
were introduced in the same way at the beginning of every series of
20 sessions, being switched between the two groups of subjects midway, after 10 sessions.
In Block I, consisting of four such series of20 sessions, each animal
learned to discriminate four pairs of mirror-image patterns and four
pairs of arbitrary patterns (Figure 2). The elongation axis, and the
reflection axis of the mirror images, of every second set of pairs were
horizontal rather than vertical.
In Block 2, the subjects learned to discriminate in an analogous
way another three pairs of mirror images and three further pairs of
arbitrarily different shapes. Due to a mistake, one of the mirror
images pairs used in this block involved an arbitrary shape already
employed in Block 1. It is documented in Results that this had a
negligible influence on the outcome. All the shapes were presented to
the birds with axis orientations varying randomly in mUltiples of 45"
from trial to trial (Figure 4).
In Block 3, the pigeons discriminated three pairs of mirror-image
patterns and three pairs of stimuli in which both members were in
fact identical in shape but one was presented upside-down, that is,
rotated by 180 on the image plane (Figure 5). To ensure complete
comparability, one shape was common to both a mirror-image pair
and an inverted pair in this block. It was thus not meaningful for a
given subject to· discriminate both these pairs, as a transfer effect
would have inevitably influenced successive acquisitions. This meant
that each of the two groups of pigeons learned to distinguish alternative pairs of discriminanda, as specified in Figure 5. Because of this
particular design, it appeared reasonable to employ shapes that had
been used previously in Block I. That this did indeed not introduce
any undue bias is documented later.
In a final block (4), the pigeons had to discriminate three pairs of
patterns, each made from the same form but in which one member
of the pair differed in orientation by 45 from the other member, and
three pairs of arbitrarily different forms of which both members of
the pair were presented in identical orientations (Figure 6).
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Figure 2. Mean learning curves (with standard errors) of 6 pigeons
that discriminated four pairs of mirror-image patterns (bottom) and
four pairs of arbitrary patterns (top; Experiment I, Block I). (The
patterns are illustrated in black in this and the figures that follow; the
. subjects actually saw them as white figures on dark background [see
Figure I].)

Results and Discussion
The discrimination performance of each individual in each
session was converted into percentage of correct responses out
of the total number of responses per session. Averages over
all individuals in each task were then computed as a function
of sessions. A further data reduction was achieved by calculating mean learning curves for the two kinds of discrimination task within a block. For Block 1 these means are plotted
in Figure 2, which shows the mean learning performance of
the six subjects on the four arbitrary and four mirror-image
pattern discriminations. It is apparent that, overall, discriminations of arbitrary patterns were learned faster and better
than discriminations of mirror-image patterns. An analysis of
variance for repeated measurements (Kirk, 1968) showed this
difference to be significant, F(1, 395) = 147.05, p < .01.
Separating the discrimination tasks according to whether
the elongation axes (in the case of the mirror images, also the
reflection axis) of the shapes to be discriminated were horizontal or vertical reveals that the difference between the
mirror and arbitrary discriminations is present in both presentation variants, F(1, 195) = 28.34, p < .01 and F(1, 195)
= 15.13, p < .01. However, we found no significant performance differences in the discrimination of pairs of shapes with
vertical and those with horizontal axes, either in relation to
the mirror-image or the arbitrary pairs (Figure 3), F(1, 195)
= 2.71, p > .05 and F(1, 195) = 1.97, p > .05, respectively.
This seems contrary to findings of Todrin and Blough (1983),
who reported marked differences in mirror-image discriminability, depending on the axis of reflection. They stated that
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Figure 3. Mean learning curves of 6 pigeons discriminating pairs of
arbitrary (left) and mirror-image (right) patterns split according to
whether their elongation and reflection axes were either vertical or
horizontal (Experiment 1, Block 1; compare also Figure 2).

pigeons are much more efficient at distinguishing horizontally
reflected than vertically reflected mirror-image pairs. Because
a symmetrical pattern (U) was used, their Experiments 2 and
3 suffer, as they themselves pointed out, from confusion
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between reflections and reorientations. This considerably
complicates the interpretation, because orientation discriminations pose problems of their own to pigeons, as described
below. Todrin and Blough's Experiment 4, however, involved
an asymmetrical pattern (F) and is not open to the above
criticism. It yielded a significant advantage for the horizontal
reflection pair. Weiss and Hodos (1986) reported results that
are more in line with ours. Their intact pigeons evinced similar
learning rates when discriminating either vertically or horizontally reflected mirror images. But again, the fact that
symmetric patterns were used makes interpretation difficult.
Figure 4 shows the mean results of Block 2 in which all the
stimuli to be distinguished were presented quasi-randomly
rotated on the surface plane. The difference between the
discrimination learning curves concerning the arbitrary and
mirror-image stimuli is even more marked under this condition than that of Block 1 (no rotations). An analysis of
variance confirms the significance of the difference in overall
performance between the two tasks in Block 2, F(I, 295) =
331.66, p < .01. The results pertaining to the mirror-image
pair erroneously involving a shape previously used as an
arbitrary shape in Block 1 (see Method) were separately
compared with those relating to the two other mirror-image
pairs involving novel shapes. At most there was a slight initial
positive transfer effect ..Because it runs counter to the overall
result, the flaw does not impair the conclusions.
The combined results of Block 1 and 2 show that the
discrimination between mirror images is distinctly more difficult for pigeons than the discrimination between arbitrary
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Figure 4. Mean learning curves (with standard errors) of 6 pigeons that discriminated three pairs of
mirror-image patterns (bottom) and three pairs of arbitrary patterns (top). (The orientation of all patterns
varied quasi-randomly as illustrated for first mirror-image pair [right; Experiment 1, Block.2J).
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pairs of shapes, contrary to our initial conjecture and in line
with human data. This is particularly true when the shapes
are shown at ever-varying orientations and indicates "1!i1at,
contrary to what is implied by Hollard and D~llus (1982),
pigeons are not totally indifferent to orientation variations in
the context of shape discrimination, behaving somewhat like
humans in this respect. This is further discussed later.
The results of Block 3 show that the discrimination of two
different orientations (0 [normal] and 180 [upside-down])
of the same shape was slightly easier than the discrimination
of mirror images (Figure 5), F(l, 295) = 39.83, p < .01.
Restated, it is somewhat more difficult for pigeons to discriminate shapes rotated 180 through the image plane (mirror
images) than shapes rotated by 180 on the image plane
(inverted shapes). The result agrees with one of Vaughan and
Greene (1984), showing that pigeons confuse mirror-image
slides of natural scenes with the original slides but distinguish
the latter from 180 rotated (inverted) slides (but see below).
It also agrees with findings on humans (Kahn & Foster, 1981).
The results of Block 4 document that pure orientation
discriminations can, however, be difficult for pigeons. The
discrimination of two different orientations (0 and 4Y) of
one and the same shape was more difficult than discriminating
two arbitrarily different but similarly oriented shapes (Figure
6), F(1, 295) = 131.85, p < .01. For humans the tilt discrimination was very easy. Pigeons have a flexible neck. Orientation differences between visual patterns might be compensated for by corresponding head orientations. Hollard and
Delius (1982) reported that head tilting while responding to
variously rotated shapes rarely exceeded 30 and was unrelated
to the tilt of the shapes. This head tilting might nevertheless
contribute to the poor discrimination of the 4Y orientation
differences.
A summary descriptor of the discrimination performance
on a given task of this experiment is the average percentage
correct on the fifth and sixth (midway) sessions of training.
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Figure 5. Mean learning curves (with standard errors) of 6 pigeons
that discriminated mirror images (bottom) and upside-down patterns
(rotation through 180' on the image surface, top; Experiment I, Block
3).
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Table 1 shows a compilation of these averages for all blocks.
The discrimination learning appears to have proceeded at
closely comparable rates in the various blocks. This can be
judged by comparing the midway performance on equivalent
tasks that were part of two different blocks, these being the
discrimination of mirror images (Blocks 1 and 3, Figures 2
and 5) and of arbitrary shapes (Blocks 1 and 4, Figures 2 and
6). As the performance on both tasks was similar on each
occasion, differing by fewer than two percentage points, it is
reasonable to tentatively compare the performance on the
various tasks across the blocks. It appears that the discrimination of arbitrary shapes was about as easy as the 180
orientation (upside-down shapes) discrimination. The discrimination of mirror images was more difficult. The 45
orientation discrimination was still harder. The variously
rotated arbitrary shapes were just slightly easier to distinguish
than nonrotated mirror images, but they appeared to be more
difficult to discriminate than straight arbitrary shape pairs.
The variously rotated mirror images were the most difficult
to differentiate. This ranking can be compared with a discriminability ranking produced by human raters dealing with
analogous tasks.3
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Mean learning curves (with standard errors) of 6 pigeons
that discriminated three pairs of arbitrary shapes (top) and three pairs
of shapes differing only in orientation by 45 (bottom; Experiment I,
Block 4).

Figure 6.

3 In order to gauge how easy/difficult the various discriminations
were for humans, 10 raters sorted out seven packs of cards representing the six tasks listed in Table 1 plus one task involving the discrimination of arbitrary pairs of shapes not specially selected for similarity
(see Experiment 1, Method). Each card was 7 x 7 cm, white with
black patterns (about 2 x 2 em) printed on both sides. Half of the
cards of a given pack bore identical patterns on both sides, the other
half bore differing patterns in accordance with the corresponding
tasks. The shapes were the same as those presented to the pigeons.
The raters had to sort the cards of each pack into same/different
heaps by comparing the front and the back of each card. They then
ordered the packs according to sorting difficulty. There was good
interrater agreement (Kendall's W = 0.72, p < .01). The ranking

8
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Table 1
Midway Performance of6 Pigeons (Mean Percentage of Correct Choices) on Various Tasks Within the Different Blocks of
Experiment 1 >
Block
Task
Arbitrary shapes

2
88.5%
691

4
86.8%
746

87.7%
852

180° orientation
Arbitrary rotation
Mirror images

Rank
3

79.9%
778
78.8%
906

76.9%
700

45° orientation

73.1%
846
61.4%
907

Mirror rotation

Human
1.5

1.5

1.5

3

3

4

4

5

5

1.5

6

6

Note. The numbers beneath the percentage scores are the mean total responses per session on which the percentage scores are based. Human
ranking of task difficulty is according to 10 raters (see Footnote 3).

Note particularly that the performances of the pigeons on
the mirror-image tasks of Blocks 1 and 3 were similar. That
shows that there was little or no biasing transfer due to the
part use of the same stimuli in both blocks (see Method).
Table 1 also includes the mean overall response rates corresponding to the various discrimination tasks. Within each
block, the task less well discriminated is always associated
with a higher response rate due to relatively more responding
to the corresponding negative stimuli. No other dependencies
are apparent.

Experiment 2
The intention of this experiment was to verify some of the
results obtained in the previous experiment with a different
procedure and another set of subjects. The design was based
on a successive conditional discrimination paradigm that
allowed a concurrent assessment of the effect of several parameters. The basic task was one of a shape orientation discrimination, aided in part by either one of two additional shape
cues (mirror image, arbitrary shape).

Method
Subjects. Six adult homing pigeons (Columba livia) oflocal origin
with some previous discrimination learning experience with colors
and shapes were used. They were maintained at 80% of their freefeeding body weights throughout the experiment.
Apparatus. A three-key Skinner box with a house light above the
center key and an automatic food hopper below the same key was
used. The center-key stimuli were lOx 10 mm white shapes displayed

derived from the average ordering is listed in Table 1 and can be
compared with the ranking derived from the pigeon results. The
discriminations of mirror images/vertical reflection and mirror images/horizontal reflection, presented as separate packs, were surprisingly rated as of comparatively similar difficulty, with the latter at a
slight but not significant advantage. An additional pack involving
unselected arbitrary shape pairs was perceived as significantly (binomial test, p "" .05) easier to sort than the selected arbitrary pairs
discriminated by the pigeons.

on a dark 25-mm-diameter background. Stimuli were presented with
an automatic projector (Figure I). Photocells within the projector
sensed the coding holes of special slides. Three shutters controlled
the displays on the individual keys. A computer located in a separate
room controlled the experimental events and recorded the relevant
data.
Procedure. A trial involved the presentation of a shape on the
center key as the discriminative stimulus and the presentation of
diffuse green and red lights as choice response stimuli on the side
keys. The diffuse red and green stimuli were allocated to the right
and left keys quasi-randomly (Gellermann, 1933; Figure 7). This
latter feature of the procedure was not essential for the design of the
experiment, but it happened to be part of the program used. It
probably made the task more difficult for the pigeons than it would
have been if the two colors had always been allocated to the same
side keys, as is more usual in conditional discrimination experiments.
A trial began with the presentation of a shape on the center key.
The birds had to peck it 15 times before the green and red stimuli
appeared on the side keys. A single peck to the (side key displaying
the color defined as correct (see below) yielded access to grain for 2.5
s, during which time all stimuli were extinguished. The next trial
began after an intertrial interval of 12 s. A peck to the incorrect color
key resulted in 2.5 s of complete darkness. A correction trial followed
after the intertrial interval, the same shape in the same orientation
being projected again on the center key and the colors retaining the
same positions on the side keys. Following a correct response the next
trial involved a new set of stimuli. Only the outcomes of noncorrection trials were evaluated. Sessions took place daily except for weekends. A session consisted of 48 noncorrection trials. In 24 trials the
standard shape was presented in the standard 0° orientation; in 8
trials the same shape was shown rotated by 45°, 90°, 135·, or 180·
clockwise (2 trials per orientation); in 8 trials the mirror image of the
shape was presented rotated in an analogous way; 8 trials involved
the presentation of an arbitrarily different shape, equally rotated
(Figure 7). The sequence of trial types was random and changed every
session. In the 24 trials with the standard figure being shown in the
standard O· orientation, the red side key was defined as the correct,
rewarded choice. In the other 24 trials when the center key shapes
(standard, mirror, or arbitrary) were shown rotated, responses to the
green side key were deemed correct (Figure 7, top).
Two groups of 3 birds each, matched according to their performance in a previous unrelated learning experiment, were formed. Each
group completed two consecutive series of 30 sessions (Series A and
B). Each series involved a different standard shape and correspond-
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Figure 7. Shapes used in Experiment 2, all shown at the orientation defined as 0' (top left). (Example
of trial sequence is at top right. Mean learning curves of 6 pigeons discriminating standard shapes [0']
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ingly different alternative stimuli, but within each series each group
dealt with just a single standard shape, its mirror-image, and a
corresponding arbitrary shape (Figure 7, top). Note that the shapes
presented to Group 2 were in fact the same as those shown to Group
1 but rotated through 90· clockwise.
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Results and Discussion
The mean correct responses of the 6 subjects on the main
components of the tasks, averaged over the two series, are
shown plotted session by session in Figure 7 (bottom). An
analysis of variance showed that there were no overall significant differences between the groups or between the series. It
is apparent that by the final, 30th session the subjects had not
yet reached asymptotic performance. Rather, the last 10 sessions reflect a partial acquisition of the task which in Experiment 1 was found to be suitable for assessment of task
difficulty. Accordingly, a more detailed analysis of the differences in performance during the various stimulus conditions
was carried out on data from these last 10 sessions of the
experiment. Grand averages over these sessions were computed for each stimulus condition; these are displayed in
Figure 8 as a function of both orientation and shape. An
analysis of variance shows the shape cue effect (same, mirrorimage, arbitrary shapes) as well as the orientation differences
(45" through 180°) to be significant, F(2, 55) = 20.46, p < .01
and F(3, 55) = 8.37, p < .01, respectively. The interaction
between the two variables was not significant, F(6, 55) =
1.65, p > .05.
The discrimination task was generally one of stimulus
orientation, the 0° shape (standard) specifying responses to
one side-key color and all other shape orientations (45"
through 180°) specifying responses to the other side-key color
as correct. The orientation cue was the only one available
when the same shape was presented at the various non-0°
orientations. Here performance was particularly low with the
45° alignment, a result indicating that the subjects had difficulty with this task in accordance with results of Block 4 of
Experiment 1.4 The 90° oriented shapes yielded a markedly
better discrimination performance (Scheffe test, p < .01) based
on a separate analysis of variance, F(3, 17) = 1.83, p < .01,
but the accuracy declined again with the 135" and 180°
orientations (Figure 8). This latter decline partly reflects a
heightened confusion of the more elongated shapes of the first
series in their 135" and 180° versions with their 45" and 0°
versions, respectively. The fact that the 180° orientation was
only insignificantly better discriminated than the 45" rotation
from the 0° shapes conflicts with the result of the previous
experiment in which a 180° discrimination had yielded a
markedly better performance than a 45" discrimination (Table
1). We can only surmise that the context in which the tasks
were presented, pairwise in Experiment 1 and embedded
among several others in Experiment 2, influenced performance. The fact that a 90° difference was discriminated somewhat better than the 180° difference (Scheffe test, p ::::; .05)
accords with the results that Todrin and Blough (1983) obtained in their first experiment.
When, besides the non-0° orientations, a mirror-image
shape was available as an additional discriminative cue, then
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Figure 8. Terminal performance (grand averages with standard
errors over last 10 sessions) of 6 pigeons discriminating the non-O·
orientations (45· through 180·) of shapes when these were the same
as those presented in the standard (S) O· orientation, mirror images
thereof, or arbitrarily different shapes (Experiment 2).

accuracy improved (overall, 75.0% correct compared with
70.3% correct; Scheffe test, p ::::; .05). This was so particularly
at the 45" alignment, but also at other orientations except 90°,
this latter alignment having already been reasonably well
discriminated when identical shapes were involved. The use
of an arbitrary, rather than a mirror-image, shape as an
additional discriminative cue further improved the discriminative performance at all alignments by an approximately
constant factor (overall, 87.6% correct compared with 75.0%
correct; Scheffe test, p < .01; Figure 8). The various orientatons (45" through 180°) did not significantly modulate discrimination performance when mirror and arbitrary shapes
served as cues, separate analyses of variance, F(3, 17) < 2.32,
p> .05. This suggests that the pigeons discriminated mainly
on the basis of shape differences rather than on the basis of
orientation differences. They may thus have recognized the
shape variants regardless of orientation (orientation invariance).
The conclusion is that a pure orientation discrimination
becomes significantly easier for pigeons when shape cues are
added to the orientation differences. The effect due to an
additional mirror-image cue is mild (less than 5 percentage
points) except for the 45" orientation. The facilitation effect
is strong (about 17 percentage points) when an arbitrarily
different shape is the additional cue. Arbitrarily different
shapes were thus again markedly easier to distinguish than

4 With a procedure closely analogous to that described in Footnote
3, 10 human raters were given three packs of cards to sort, representing the component tasks of Experiment 2. Interrater agreement was
relatively poor (Kendall's W = 0.25, p > .05), raters reporting that it
was hard to distinguish the packs by their sorting difficulty. Overall,
the orientation/arbitrary shape task was rated as easy, the pure
orientation task as intermediate, and the orientation/mirror-image
task as difficult.
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mirror images, a result that is in line with those of Experiment
1, Block 1 and particularly Block 2. Humans performing an
approximately equivalent sorting task (see Footnote ~4) did
not seem to derive as much advantage from' the additional
shape cues as pigeons. On the contrary, mirror images may
act as confusers for them and make the orientation discrimination task more difficult.

General Discussion

Discriminability of Mirror Images
The overall results of these two experiments do not support
the conjecture (Hollard & Delius, 1982) that mirror images
are as easy to discriminate for pigeons as arbitrarily different
shapes. A footnote in the above article cited evidence suggesting that this supposition might not be correct. It pointed out
that pigeons can recognize bilaterally symmetrical patterns in
a generalizing concept-like way as different from nonsymmetrical visual patterns (Delius & Nowak, 1982). Because
symmetry recognition implies the recognition of the special
similarity between the mirror-image half-shapes that make up
the symmetrical patterns, it runs counter to the nonconfusion
hypothesis.
The confounding of mirror images exhibited by pigeons in
interocular transfer experiments (Mello, 1965), which might
be thought to point in the same direction, is disregarded here
because it is really an artifact arising from the monocular
viewing conditions under which the animals had to be tested
(Corballis & Beale, 1976; Watanabe, 1979). Covering an eye
severely restricts the normally almost panoramic field of view
of pigeons, so that, for example, the left-side features of a
when the left eye is covered and the converse when the right
eye is obscured. When partially viewed in that restricted way,
vertically reflected shapes appear in fact more similar than
identical shapes (cf., though, Weiss & Hodos, 1986).
The present results suggest that normally seeing pigeons do
indeed find mirror images somewhat more difficult to discriminate than otherwise different patterns. The results may
be seen as simply corroborating Todrin and Blough (1983),
but their first and only relevant experiment is really inconclusive, as it confuses the difficulty of discriminating mirror
images with that of discriminating orientations. Their result
might simply reflect the fact that pigeons find it easier to
discriminate a shape from the same shape rotated 90 than
from a shape rotated 180 (our Experiment 2).
It cannot, of course, be concluded from our results that
mirror images appear quantitatively exactly as difficult to
discriminate to pigeons as to humans. Vaughan and Greene
(1984) reported remarkably rapid discrimination learning of,
and good memory for, mirror-image versions of slides of
natural scenes in pigeons. To establish an exact equivalence
across species on this point would be an exceedingly difficult,
if not impossible, task. Although the different performances
of humans and pigeons in the experiments by Hollard and
Delius (1982) might still be due to a lesser confusion of mirror
0

0

images by pigeons than by humans, this is unlikely to be the
only factor. Other factors are considered below.
Why should mirror images be particularly similar to both
humans and pigeons? Only speculations can be offered. A
functional reason could be that in nature object recognition
often requires that mirror-image views of one and the same
object be equated (e.g., right and left profile views of a
particular person or pigeon) and that that might have led to
the development (probably phylogenetically, possibly ontogenetically) of convergent mechanisms equating mirror images in pigeons and humans. Alternatively, the confusability
is a by-product of properties that are inherent to any efficient
visual system regardless of its provenance. The visual systems
of both species appear to operate along the lines of a patch wise
Fourier analysis, based on Gabor functions (Delius & Nowak,
1982; Orban, 1984). Mirror images have the same spatial
amplitude spectrum and only different spatial phase spectra,
whereas arbitrary pairs of patterns usually have both different
amplitude spectra and different phase spectra. It is thus possible that mirror-image confusion derives from a weak spatial
phase analysis shared by both species.

Influence of Reflection Axis Alignment
For humans there is much evidence that right-left mirrorimage patterns are somewhat less discriminable than up-down
mirror patterns (Bradshaw et aI., 1976; Corballis & Beale,
1976, Footnote 3, however, suggests that the effect is relatively
minor). The results of Todrin and Blough's (1983) fourth
experiment suggest that the same is true for pigeons. The
nonsignificant outcome of Experiment 1, Block 1, does not
quite support their conclusions. Our results are more in line
with other evidence that pigeons may suffer from less rightleft confusion than humans do (Corballis & Beale, 1976;
Delius, Jahnke-Funk, & Hawker, 1981; Weiss & Hodos,
1986).
Assuming that mirror-image confusion may be related to
bilateral symmetry recognition (see above), the evidence also
coincides with the fact that pigeons, as opposed to humans,
do not seem to have special difficulties with recognizing the
symmetry of horizontal axis patterns (Delius & Nowak, 1982).
The special status that vertical axis symmetry has for humans
may have to do with the important role that the parallax of
vertical, as opposed to horizontal, features plays in binocular
depth perception. Depth perception based on binocular cues
is undoubtedly more developed in humans than in pigeons
due to the lesser eye separation and the smaller extent of the
binocular visual field in these birds (Martinoya & Bloch,
1981). The latter fact, implying an almost complete nonoverlap of the visual fields ofleft and right eye, might be again
conducive to the lesser right-left confusion mentioned above
(cf., though, Weiss & Hodos, 1986).

Orientation Variations and Discrimination
Hollard and Delius (1982) considered the possibility that
pigeons might not be particularly prone to take orientation
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into consideration when discriminating visual patterns. Functional reasons were adduced earlier in this article why this
might be a reasonable expectation. The results of tqe present
experiments partially support that suggestion. Block 4 of
Experiment I (comparison of discrimination of 45 orientations and arbitrary shapes) and Experiment 2 (comparison of
performance on a pure orientation and an orientation discrimination with additional cues) accord with the view that
pigeons give relatively little weight to orientation cues per se.
This is in line with an earlier report (Delius & Emmerton,
1978) that pigeons find it strikingly difficult to discriminate a
vertical cross from an oblique cross (+ vs. x), compared, for
example, with discrimination of an oblique cross from an
angle (x vs. <). The result of Experiment I, Block 3, showing
that subjects found discrimination of 180 rotated shapes
easier than discrimination of mirror-image shapes qualifies
the conclusion. It should be stressed that at no time did we
envisage that pigeons could not discriminate orientation of
patterns. Indeed, they can be taught very fine orientation
discriminations (Delius, 1976). The issue is rather how salient
a cue orientation is for them when it is in competition with
other features.
The discrimination between mirror images and arbitrary
forms is more difficult for pigeons when the forms have
varying orientations than when they have a fixed orientation
(Experiment I, Block 2). Thus, orientation is certainly not a
totally irrelevant dimension. The impression of a completely
automatic, effortless rotational invariance of pattern recognition in pigeons conveyed elsewhere (Hollard & Delius, 1982)
needs to be qualified. Note, though, that the procedures used
in that study and the present study differ in an important
way. A simultaneous matching-to-sample discrimination paradigm was employed for the orientation in variance experiments. The two comparison patterns between which the pigeons had to choose within a trial had exactly the same tilt.
Orientation was thus forcibly a noncue for the subjects. The
present experiments were done with successive discrimination
paradigms. A trial involved the display of a single pattern.
Within such a trial the cue-status of the tilt of the stimulus
pattern is somewhat indefinite. Only by reference to what the
subject might have learned in previous trials can the subject
deduce the relevance or nonrelevance of orientation.
The fact that pigeons are affected by orientation should
therefore not be construed as negating rotational invariancecapacities in pigeons. On the contrary, the results of Experiment 1, Block 2, and of Experiment 2 suggest that discrimination of both mirror images and arbitrary pairs may indeed
be maintained across orientation variations. More generally,
the fact that pigeons do not disregard orientation in some
discrimination paradigms (Cerelia, in press; Herrnstein, 1985)
cannot be interpreted as disproving the orientation invariance
of pattern recognition demonstrated in the same species with
a paradigm that explicitly excludes orientation as a cue. By
the same token, it could also be easily concluded that humans
are not capable of rotation in variance when in fact they are,
as specifically designed experiments definitely demonstrate
(see Lombardi & Delius, in press, for further discussion of
this methodological issue).
0
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Two- and Three-Dimensional Stimuli
It is important to stress that the experiments reported were
restricted to two-dimensional shapes, that is, to images projected onto a surface. Reflections (mirror images) and reorientations (rotations) of shapes in this context are not completely
exclusive operations. If two-dimensional mirror-image shapes
are rotated out of the plane through the third dimension, they
then can be brought into coincidence (flipping over the "belly"
of d out of the paper plane converts it to its mirror-image b).
The question is whether pigeons, capable of excellent orientation invariance (Hollard & Delius, 1982), might not be
inclined to rotate percepts out of the image plane, thus
actually interpreting mirror images as an identical shape
differing in orientation. That would, of course, make the
discrimination of mirror images hard for them. The difficulty
with distinguishing two-dimensional mirror images could thus
have a different causation in humans and pigeons. An extension of the kinds of experiments that we have reported into
the third dimension would be helpful in deciding this issue.
The mirror versions of certain kinds of real objects (enantiomers, an example being a pair of shoes) cannot be brought
into coincidence by any kind of reorientation. Unfortunately,
it is doubtful whether two-dimensional representations (drawings, photographs) of such items would be sufficient to "fool"
pigeons into accepting them in lieu of three-dimensional
objects, as they usually deceive humans (Cerelia, 1977;
Shepard & Cooper, 1982). Technically more cumbersome
experiments with real three-dimensional objects will probably
be necessary (Deli us, 1987).
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